Statutory Assessment of the class? Supporting the additional needs of the learning context
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Introduction

The problems of delivering appropriate funding to support those who face difficulties in learning are not purely structural and economic. At their core are the people who are being supported and to whom the assessment and labelling is done. The tensions within this process are outlined within this paper using a Foucauldian framework. The paper then goes on to explore funding and assessment processes through the key perspective of justice and rights.

It identifies the focus upon the individual within this process in countries around the world, and considers the strengths and weaknesses of the current form of Statutory Assessment of Special Educational Needs within England, in particular, drawing upon a range theoretical and evaluative papers as well as policy documents. In an attempt to resolve the problems inherent in the individual approach and the English system, it proposes a Class Funding Approach. This is an assessment form that builds on a notion of justice for all, reduces the
opportunities for wide variations in provision, and has the potential to minimise the negative impact of current dividing practices.

**Issues of classification, assessment and labelling**

‘Why are those who are born or who become different referred to by all those various names? Why so many categories? Why even such dramatics in the face of what happens…so often, and which can happen to any of us?’ (Stiker, 1999 p5)

There is a long history of classifying practices within education and beyond that have created what Stephen Garton calls “problem populations” (2000). These classifications have shifted over the years from a moral-deficit definition to a medical-deficit definition (Franklin, 2000), but are still defined through heredity, social, racial, psychological and familial factors (Garton, 2000, Baker, 2002). More recently, the social construction of these categories has become increasingly evident. Thomas and Glenny, (2000) for example, apply a Foucauldian analysis to the current definition of EBD. They demonstrate how children who were once seen as naughty and in need of punishment are now seen as disturbed and in need of special help. They suggest that problems imputed to children with the label of Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties are ‘in reality rarely theirs’ (p294). Similarly, Harwood (2006) can ask:

‘Perhaps we should be asking not who is at risk of behavioural problems, but, rather, who is at risk of being diagnosed disorderly?’ (p27)
Underpinning this social construction are what Foucault (1994c) described as a mode of inquiry, a way of thinking about and talking about an individual that gives itself ‘the status of sciences’ (p326). Key to this mode of inquiry, in relation to assessment in education, is the assumption of the beneficial and benevolent actions of those using this approach, the professionals, acting on behalf of children. The assumed vulnerability and limited rationality of the children validates the professionals protective actions. However, the knowledge that professionals bring to bear does not have to be true to have power. As Goodley (2000) demonstrates, it is not uncommon for the professionals’ definitions of an individual to prove false. This knowledge maintains its authority merely by being passed on and treated as truth. The process by which it is passed on is built upon this acceptance of their knowledge as truth and thereby reaffirms it to be so. The knowledge is reified by the weight it is given within authority processes, by its influence in relation to access to resources, and perhaps most significantly, by its impact on how the child is viewed. Here we can see the interplay of the Foucauldian fundamentals of experience, truth, power and relations of the self (1994a), building upon what Fairclough (1994) calls a preconstituted reality, made of preconstituted objects and social subjects.

At the heart of this process are dividing practices (Foucault, 1994c) which objectivise the individual, dividing them from others and within themselves. Central to this is the classification of the individual and the use of labeling. By their nature these processes, and the labels they produce, generalise any individual to whom they are applied constraining their identity within pre-ordained characteristics. They create a paternalistic approach towards the individual, positioning them as other and segregating them from their peers (Lea, 1988).
labels themselves imply deficiency (Abberley 1987), and are commonly used in a pejorative way, so that it is possible to identify a sliding scale of offensive labels (Foreman 2005).

Once a label is applied to an individual it triggers other dominant discourses (medication, legislation etc) (Gillman 2000), and different procedures apply to them (Vehmas 1999), fixing the view of their impairment across time in a variety of social contexts (Clapton 2003). People are commonly described by their label as a starting point, and find that other differences are submerged into it (Watson et al 1999). Labels bring assumptions about worth, about behaviours, about other “symptoms”. A bio-medical lens makes it harder to view the person as a whole, so that there is less respect for the individual. The label acts as a ‘more or less useful’ hypothesis which can become a self fulfilling prophecy, and which can result in individuals losing confidence in their ability to support someone (Gillman 2000).

Even though the assessment and labelling process can be recognised as maintaining the dominance of some over others, and as being a key player in how an individual’s identity is constituted (Foucault 1978), it can still be seen as easing pressures upon that individual. For example, labels can mean that individuals are not seen to be morally responsible for the difficulties that they face (Wilson 2000), for example their ‘bad’ behaviour being attributed to their impairment (Watson et al 1999).

The process can also provide a solution to a number of the socially-constructed problems an individual faces. Without formal labels the individual risks being given negative informal labels (Gottlieb et al 1994), so that individuals who are ridiculed prior to receiving a label
can find that they are ridiculed less subsequently. Through more detailed labelling they are not lost in broad categories, and can receive appropriate support (Riddick 2000). The label can also provide legitimacy to an individual and the ways of supporting them. It can help to minimise their resentment too, and offer an explanation for characteristics and behaviours, presenting the possibility of a new group membership for individuals, as well as access to resources (Gillman 2000).

This latter point is central to this paper. The nature of funding parameters means that there are usually scarce resources available for the support of individuals with labels and so the label and the assessment that goes with it, become a means of allocating those funds and defining the nature of the support provided. It is at this point that one description is prioritised and authorised through the quantification of support, and its author’s knowledge becomes the accepted truth.

The assessment and labelling process is one that exists as a tension. It is a process that requires acknowledging the truth that it conveys about an individual even though it can only ever offer a limited representation of that individual. In so doing, it defines an identity which can restrict and/or facilitate engagement with social systems, interpersonally and intrapersonally. It therefore condemns and it rewards at both micro and macro levels of society. This tension cannot be avoided, the best that can be achieved is a minimising of the negative impacts of the process and a maximising of the positive.
Rights, Social Justice and the focus upon the Individual

At the heart of the drive to access assessment and consequent support is the notion of rights.

‘Rights would also seem to encourage a more careful and objective distribution of resources. It avoids the dangers of relativism and localism. It can potentially identify and secure not only type and amount of provision but also placement, policy, practice and curriculum, for example the least restrictive environment as in the USA. ‘Rights’ would seem to strengthen the social justice element in opportunity to raise broader social as well as educational issues.’ (Roaf & Bines 1989)

Rights are also a key driver in much inclusion literature, which has been framed in terms of Children’s Rights (Rustemier 2002). The nature of rights varies from country to country however, and changes within a political landscape. For example, as Roaf and Bines pointed out in 1989, whereas in the UK pupils have the right to receive their support on the basis of available resources, in the US the right to provision is defined regardless of resource availability. Changes in recent UK legislation have not greatly altered this reality, but the surrounding shift in rhetoric suggests a clearer commitment to changing structures if it would benefit the individual.

‘However, with disability legislation providing a stronger rights-based approach than existing SEN legislation, there is growing confusion in this area.’ (House of Commons 2006 p 16)

With the increased call for meaningful rights for individuals who face difficulties in learning, there have been concomitant calls to respect the rights of all individuals in the mainstream
when there is perceived disruption caused by the ‘other’ within the classroom. These calls often come from those who see an ongoing role for segregated provision, even though the need to be concerned for all individuals in the learning context is a part of the social justice rationale for inclusion.

Social justice is central to the original notions of inclusion (Thomas and Vaughan 2004), and is often seen to be achievable through the application of rights (eg: Rustemier 2002). However, by calling for freedoms through rights we constrain people within a political frame, we use a legal concept of the subject (Foucault 1994b). As Young and Quibell (2000) point out, rights to ensure justice have failed to deliver on many levels due to the need of individuals to be in an empowered position to exercise those rights.

A possible factor in the failure of social justice goals to deliver on rights is the nature of the social justice being aspired towards. Inclusion can be seen to have been driven by a liberal/democratic approach (Rawls, 1972), which focuses upon removing social barriers, that prevent equity, access and participation, and which have arisen from unequal power relations. As Lloyd (2000) suggests, however, the recent decades have been dominated by the market/individual approach to social justice, which see entitlement as being dependent upon that which is produced. More recently in the UK the social/democratic view has come to the fore.

From this latter perspective removal of barriers is organized and encouraged by the state but the market is allowed to define how this is put into practice.
‘The underpinning ideology of the market in educational policy can be seen clearly in concepts of efficiency, value for money, effectiveness, competition, etc. Citizens are seen as consumers of publicly provided goods and public services, including education, are viewed as commodities. Distribution of public services is made according to consumer demand and these services must compete for customers/clients in order to succeed.’ (Lloyd 2000 p136-137)

Parents, for example, are now regularly informed by politicians and the media that they do and should have the right to choose their child’s school. They have also been encouraged to assess schools effectiveness through published tables and statistics. These have resulted from two decades of school improvement approaches driven by the standardisation and inspection of education. These in turn have resulted in a discourse that increases the pressures upon children to achieve high grades at exams, and for parents to feel that pressure too.

‘Within this climate pupils with special educational needs are not viewed as politically significant and questions of social justice and equity become marginalised.’ (Barton and Oliver 1992, p17)

In many ways it is not surprising that the social/democratic model has come to dominate. It reflects the reality that the government has finite resources. Political parties need to prioritise practices, to both satisfy and keep control of a range of political and electoral stakeholders. Not only is support for those facing difficulties in learning a relatively low priority, there is also a powerful range of voices to argue against changes to delivery approaches. The domination of this model means, however, that the individual is at the centre of policies. Social justice is delivered on a person by person basis, with individuals having a right to
access those services that can best be mustered. Conveniently, this feeds into the traditional bio-medical lens and deficit definition of individuals facing difficulties learning in schools. In its current form therefore the assessment of individuals is widely seen as the best defence against failing to provide support and one which can build on the current infrastructure.

**The focus on the Individual around the world**

This focus upon the individual is not restricted to the UK and the US either. In seeking out alternative models from which to draw, the author considered the funding and assessment process in 29 countries, drawing upon a number of different literature sources, including legislative documentation, reports to international settings and journals, as well as evaluative academic papers covering various issues that pertain to assessment and support of special educational needs (see bibliography). In this process, it became apparent that in struggling to deal with issues of funding and assessment similar problems seemed to be being created in a variety of different ways. In all 29 countries (Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Botswana, Canada, Denmark, Dominica, England, Finland, Ghana, Grenada, Hungary, Japan, Kenya, Lithuania, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Russia, Scotland, South Africa, Spain, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia and St Vincent, Sweden, The Grenadines, Turkey, Uganda, and United States) the focus is on the individual child, whether it is entirely from a psycho-medical perspective or one that includes the context of the learning situation. This is not to say that in all these countries funding is made available to support those needs, nor that the needs are met within a mainstream setting.
Funding and Assessment Process in England

In looking across countries and systems, it was clear that - either prior to or subsequent to the assessment of the individual - funding is delivered according to the model proposed by Fletcher Campbell et al, drawing upon Meijer et al (1995). They suggested three funding approaches:

1. Input funding: Based on expressed or measured needs entering a system (Eg Number of pupils with SEN)
2. Throughput funding: Based on the functions or tasks that have to be undertaken or developed. (Eg The need for a physiotherapy service)
3. Output funding: Based on a measured outcomes of a system (Eg Achievement scores)

They suggest that the funds are allocated either:

- to the clients of the educational system – the pupils and/or parents;
- to schools – special or mainstream (regular);
- to groups of schools or other regional institutions/units such as resources centres; and
- to municipalities, districts or provinces. (Fletcher Campbell et al, 2003, p221)

Within England we can see all three funding approaches and methods of allocating funds operating at different levels and in different parts of the system.

The current assessment process of children with special educational needs within England has its origins in the Warnock Report (DES, 1978) and the subsequent Education Act (1981). Currently, there is a three tier process. Firstly, there is School Action, co-ordinated by the teacher, requiring an individualised programme and an individual education plan, but no
additional funding. Secondly there is School Action Plus which additionally entails wider school discussion and contacting outside agencies, still with no additional funding. The third tier involves the Local Education Authority agreeing to carry out a statutory assessment of a child by selected practitioners, potentially leading to a statement of educational needs. This statement subsequently places a duty of delivery on the Local Education Authority to meet the needs outlined in the statement.

It is this third tier of assessment that has particularly come in for criticism both in terms of the manner in which the process was created (Thomas and Vaughan 2004) and for its consequences. Even Mary Warnock now acknowledges the statement process to be a mistake (Warnock 2005). It is seen to be costly, cumbersome, adversarial and lengthy. It diverts resources away from support to assessment, results in resources being allocated away from the majority of students with additional needs, limits school flexibility, is biased toward segregated provision and is often managed to suit the needs of the provider rather than the student (Fisher, 2000). At its heart lies the assessments and judgements of medical and therapeutic professionals, many of whom work for the Local Authority who will fund the outcome. There is also a widely acknowledged postcode lottery, so that similar assessments will produce different levels of support depending on where an individual is within the country (House of Commons Education and Skills Committee 2006), with the process itself creating a sense of marginalisation and self-blame for many parents (Murray, 2000, Gascoigne, 1995) It has also been shown to have a range of biases against different ethnic and label groups, (Gerschel, 2003), as well as different socio-economic groups, with a direct link to the ability of parents to be active advocates on behalf of their children (Gross, 1996).
As a result of this dissatisfaction, there are regular calls for a different approach to SEN funding. The Audit Commission in 2002, for example, reported that many of the problems in the field of special educational needs come about because of aspects of the statutory framework. A recent policy document from The Commission on Special Education (2005), established by the opposition Conservative Party, has suggested setting up an independent group of professionals to assess individuals and to allocate them to one of a number of levels of support. Each level of funding would receive a specific amount from a National Funding Agency. Like others, such as Thomas (2005) and Pijl and Dyson (1998), they see a need for funding to be linked directly to a child, so that it travels to a school that they (and their parents) choose. A number of local education authorities in the UK have already taken matters into their own hands too, and are issuing fewer new statements with the stated intention of devolving more money directly to the schools. West Sussex, for example, added an additional £1.5 million to the budget in 2005-2006 for all schools to spend on Additional Educational Needs. The authority divided up this funding on the basis of indices of multiple deprivation and levels of achievement of a school in standardised national tests. They no longer provide additional funding for students with what might be termed moderate learning difficulties. Only those identified by the authority to have complex high level needs now bring any extra money to their school. The Authority acknowledge that there will be unplanned-for changes to the school situation, and so advise Head Teachers to hold contingency funds for changes in needs (West Sussex County Council, 2005, 2006).
The slight decrease in the issuing of new statements over the last couple of years does not seem to have lead to a decrease in provision in most education authorities, however. According to a recent Department for Education and Skills report (Pinney, 2004) those authorities reducing statements either strengthened arrangements for holding schools to account or expected to do so imminently through increased monitoring, additional data collection and formalized protocols, and increased involvement with schools. This report identified the following advantages and drawbacks in decreased statementing.

**Table 1: Identified benefits and drawbacks of reducing reliance on statements as identified in the DFES report (Pinney, 2004)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified benefits of reducing reliance on statements</th>
<th>Identified drawbacks of reducing reliance on statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• a fairer distribution of SEN resources</td>
<td>• a high level of anxiety that reducing statements was a cost-cutting exercise,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• more support for more children</td>
<td>• continued variation in the capacity and commitment of local authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• greater stability and flexibility in school funding</td>
<td>• Loss of assurance brought by statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• increased transparency</td>
<td>• concerns that some children, particularly those with less obvious needs would miss out without a statement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• less paperwork and SEN-related bureaucracy</td>
<td>• shortfalls in the availability of health and social services,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• increased involvement in schools outside services</td>
<td>• loss of ‘benefits’ linked to statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a more positive role for Special Educational Needs Co-ordinators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• less adversarial relations between LEAs, parents and schools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reduction in statements is not something which many parents or parent representative bodies would support though.
‘In the experience of these parents, the more detailed and specific the Statement, the greater its potential power in affecting the educational decision making in relation to their child.’ (Jones and Swain, 2001, p.63)

Many parents are satisfied with the system in the form in which they experience it (O’Connor, 2005) and along with educational lawyers feel that this child-focused, deficit-model is the only means of defending their rights and the rights of their children (IPSEA 2002). In response to Audit Commission's claims that the statutory framework is to blame for a lot of problems in the system, the Independent Panel for Special Educational Advice (IPSEA) said:

‘Most problems (including those detailed in the report itself) are caused by LEAs’ determination (and current licence) to disregard the statutory framework.’ (IPSEA 2002)

At the heart of the English experience there seems to be a clear tension between a desire to enable local, flexible provision with reduced bureaucracy and the need to protect the individual learner. What comes to be seen as the agreed truth about an individual is not only dependent upon a professional assessment but also upon economic priorities that have little to do with the individual concerned. Yet it is towards this agreed truth that practitioners in the class, and parents outside the class, must turn when trying to support or gain additional support for the individual, and it is through the lens of this agreed truth that child is judged and their identity is defined.
A Model that places the Individual in Context

Drawing upon the issues outlined above, in order to minimise the negative impacts of the assessment process within education and to maximise the positive, there is a need for a system which:

- Avoids generalising the individual and creating opportunities for negative identity construction
- Encourages an understanding of the individual and the challenges they face
- Encourages the search for possible ways forward which are specific to the needs of the individual
- Clearly identifies how best to support the individual regardless of support issues
- Avoids biases towards certain social groupings
- Distributes resources equitably around the country
- Distributes resources equitably between all pupils regardless of support issues
- Operates within financial constraints
- Maximises the benefits of available support provision
- Allows for minimal bureaucracy
- Allows for flexible and locally responsive decision making
- Involves all those affected by the process
- Builds upon those roles and relationships that operate well
- Reduces the need for confrontation
- Provides parental certainty and confidence
- Supports parental choice
Typically these parameters are approached through a social/democratic approach to social justice, with its focus on delivery via the individual. By approaching them via the liberal/democratic approach, however, a different model arises. The challenge shifts from one of supporting the individual to one of removing social barriers arising from unequal power relations, which prevent equity, access and participation. By starting from the liberal/democratic perspective we do not begin with the individual, we begin with the wider community in which the individual operates and faces those barriers. In the instance of a student operating within a school, we can frame this wider community as the school itself. The school is commonly the point of reference taken in recent funding changes in England, but in so doing we are providing funds at a distance from the context in which individual students are being taught, and cannot guarantee that they will be used for that student. The school is one step up in the educational hierarchy from the point of day to day teaching and learning. Individual students are not assessed within this wider context, either. Their assessment takes place in the classroom or is mapped back to their performance within the class. It therefore seems sensible to suggest that the wider community of most relevance to students is the class in which they study.

By starting with the whole class as the assessment and funding base we fundamentally change our focus. As Egelund (2000) suggests the basis of evaluation becomes the need of that individual class. This approach encourages the use of funding to try and serve the needs of the teachers in making the curriculum accessible. It requires too, that the school and in particular teachers take a lead in the assessment process. This positioning of the teacher within the assessment process has already been adopted, for example in Australia (Forlin
In so doing, it creates a possible space for a shift in the mode of inquiry, encouraging an educational perspective to come to the fore. By requiring, in addition, that the teacher describes the whole rather than a few individuals, there is also a repositioning of the contextualised self. It is possible that the individual student is less likely to be isolated and objectivised by the dividing practices.

On a practical level, within England, such an approach would not cause much additional workload for teachers, either. Already there is a heavy emphasis on the assessment of all pupils entering the class. At school entry level, in particular, all pupils are mapped onto the National Curriculum Foundation Stage Stepping Stones. Regular monitoring and recording of performance against a number of national standards continues across the years and is a well established part of a teacher’s working life. To link the assessment tasks of teaching staff to funding would not require a dramatic shift in teachers’ perceptions of their roles.

Despite the preparedness of teachers to fulfill the assessment role, having a means to critique and challenge the assessment they make would be essential, for a number of reasons. The emphasis would move away from the current therapists and medical practitioners. The records which the teachers provide would come to represent the accepted truth and therefore have considerable authority within power relationships. To rely solely upon their perspective would create room for inevitable bias or perceptions of bias. It would be essential to maintain a means of drawing upon other understandings of the context and the individuals within it. However, to expect the teacher to maintain a record system and co-ordinate gathering this range of perspectives would create unacceptable pressures. These pressures would be
exacerbated by the need for close scrutiny to assure there is responsible funding and equitable distribution.

Maintaining a degree of consistency across classes and settings as well as introducing a critical voice, could be achieved through the involvement of a formalised outside perspective. This role could resemble that of the Support Co-ordinator operating within the Netherlands, which involves assessing and monitoring pupils, coordinating records, IEPs and meetings, as well as supporting teachers and managing additional materials (Pijl & Van Den Bos 2001). To identify the difference in this role however, the new post can be referred to as a School Assessment Officer (SAO). They would work with the class teacher to assess the resources needed to support the range of children within the class. Their role would not involve the formal teaching of students but would involve assessing and monitoring pupils (which may involve some teaching and learning activities), coordinating records, as well as assisting with Individual Education Plans and meetings. The role of these individuals would be across a cluster of schools, funded by these schools, so as to maximise the possibility of equity, and reduce the possible impact of confrontational or overly-supportive relationships. Through the SAO role the wide range of perspectives could be drawn together, with the intention of generating a multi-perspective truth of individual classes and the children within them, contextualised within an educational frame.

The School Assessment Officer would dovetail with the current Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator (SENCO) role within England, allowing these individuals more time to engage with the day to day support of students. The focus of the SAO would be all the children
within the class, however, not just those currently labeled as having special educational needs. There would be an assessment of each class based on levels of the support needs of the whole class. This shift in perspective would still draw upon preconstituted objects. Within England it could build on the School Action model, as well as Gifted and Talented programmes. Current arrangements in relation to Additional educational needs could also be drawn upon, as could those for English as an Additional Language. Individual Education Plans could continue to be created too, for those pupils with specific learning goals that were in addition to the general curriculum. It would be hoped, however, that through identifying the full range of individual learning characteristics within a class the possibilities for overlaps in support would be more evident and would engage more pupils. In addition, the School Assessment Officer would often bring with them an awareness of individual pupils and groupings in other learning contexts. This would be an opportunity to challenge assumptions and accepted truths about individuals and groups of pupils.

In order to maximise the possibility of distributing resources equitably around the country, within Local authorities, and across social groupings, funding for each class would be based upon a National banding system. A tiered financing structure would enable a set amount of funding to be provided for each level of identified support. This banding system could not merely be a process of adding together the number of labels in a class and allocating a value to the label make-up of each context. A key opportunity in a class based funding system is to move away from the emphasis on labels and their effects upon expectations and behaviour. Funding would be provided directly from a National Funding Agency to the schools, with a clearly defined sum to spend on staffing levels, facilities, equipment and training to provide
additional support for each specific class. Part of this funding would be used to finance the School Assessment Officer. Schools could move moneys internally in response to changing class structures. Major changes in support requirement after annual awards had been made would have to be dealt with through internal contingency funds, but would be reimbursed in the next funding round. The evidence provided by the school would be in summary form and would not be challenged by the National Funding Agency. A small percentage of these would be examined in detail, either as part of a random auditing process or specifically if the Agency had justifiable concerns about financial probity.

Even though the class assessments would be funded by a National Funding Agency, they would be monitored by the National Inspectorate (OFSTED) and the Local Education Authority (LEA), as would the suitability of any internal financial transfer which took place. This would build on preconstituted objects and maintain the role of key social subjects, minimising the need for major structural and individual change within pre-established institutions. The LEA would assess the degree of equity within the school and across the local area, while the Inspectorate would consider the equity within the school and nationally. Any school seen to be over-claiming would receive one warning and on the next occasion would have money deducted from their next budget. Such warnings and deductions would have to be made public to the parents and governors of the school. Parents would also be informed of the levels of support being funded in their child’s class, and of any changes to funding within a school year. They would also have the right to appeal against the levels of support being sought or provided by a school for the class. This would trigger an LEA assessment.
Inevitably, a key part of the class assessment would be those currently dealt with on an individual funding basis. Certain parents would be concerned that expensive individual support measures might not be delivered when funding is not ear-marked for their child. To counter this concern, all parents and children would be informed of the description being used for the individual child, and the specific support measures being applied. Parents or external professionals would still have the right to appeal against this description. This would trigger an independent evaluation of the individual child in the class context. As in the United States, parents could not be refused a request for an independent evaluation (IDEA 2004). It is important to minimise confrontation that might arise from such a request, however. The subsequent evaluation would be co-ordinated by LEAs, and would focus on the child’s needs and how these should be met in the specific class context. It would require clear, specific, measurable practices to be explained. The LEA would have to assess whether these practices were being delivered. If a school failed to deliver on these practices its failure would be made public to parents and governors of the school, and would have to be explained in all school publicity. The funding for additional assessment and delivery of these additional services would be met from the school’s contingency fund, but could be reimbursed by the National Funding Agency at the next funding round. Such an approach relies upon and encourages the opening up of communications within schools, and between them and the parents who choose (in practice or theory) to send their children to that setting. It balances the risk that the schools’ dominance over others has the sort of negative impact that so often characterises the current relationship between Local Authorities, parents and schools.
Discussion

The class assessment model proposed above is a sketched outline, but it presents a number of intriguing possible advantages over the current individual-focused system. At its core, this proposal hands control to the schools. It increases the opportunity for schools to make their own decisions about resources and staffing. It enables them to more easily access external professionals, such as Occupational Therapists, who are currently in short supply, as they can go outside the local systems. But it provides a range of quality assurance mechanisms to ensure that schools provide pupils, staff and parents with the support they need. It offers an opportunity to reduce the bureaucracy surrounding the current statementing and appeals process and would take some of the current assessment burden off health professionals (such as Speech and Language Therapists), SENCOs and other Staff in schools, giving them more time to work directly with pupils. It also provides a means of reducing inequalities across the country, particularly the Postcode Lottery effect. The Government would be able to have a direct impact on issues of equity through their control of expenditure, which they would be able to predict, and for which they could be held directly accountable by the electorate. This more open accountability would also be evident in schools, where decisions on issues of support and funding of support would be brought to the fore. By removing LEAs from the funding role they currently have, they would also be removed from the position of confrontation with parents. They would no longer control both the assessment process and the funding, but become co-ordinators, inspectors and advisors. This may bring them into confrontation with schools, but if their advisory role was clearly framed then this could have benefits for schools.
The move to a class assessment model also encourages a shift in mindset. Firstly, assessment would be driven by educationalists as opposed to health professionals, and this would encourage a shift in focus away from a medical view of the child towards an educational view. Secondly, the additional needs of children, whatever form they take, can clearly be seen as a net provider to classes. Diversity and difference would be rewarded. It would neither be in anyone’s interests to ignore issues of support in relation to an individual nor to under describe the needs of a class. If anything, the concern of government would be schools over-stating the class support requirement.

Because of this broader assessment base parents would be more likely to support the claims of other parents, and the able advocates would benefit not just their own child. This would help reduce the bias in the system towards certain social, cultural and ethnic groupings. It would also mean that far fewer children missed out on the support they need, both because they are being assessed as part of a funding package, and because the process of identifying support requirements would hopefully encourage a wider spread of diverse teaching practices that would be of benefit to many. This in turn, would challenge assumptions about what is beneficial to individual children.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified Need</th>
<th>Possibilities within Class Funding Approach?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoids generalising the individual and creating opportunities for negative identity construction</td>
<td>• Multiple assessment perspectives&lt;br&gt; • Focus on the class - Individuals in context&lt;br&gt; • Labels are less significant in gaining access to funding <strong>Risk</strong> - Labels are still used, but less formally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages an understanding of the individual and the challenges they face</td>
<td>• Individuals are seen in context&lt;br&gt; • The assessment of each individual feeds into financial support <strong>Risk</strong> - Poor assessment means the individual is incorrectly identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages the search for possible ways forward which are specific to needs of the individual</td>
<td>• External professionals have more time to work with individuals&lt;br&gt; • Encourages collaboration in assessment <strong>Risk</strong> - Whole class strategies are adopted to readily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly identifies how best to support the individual regardless of support issues</td>
<td>• Encourages cross-class Learning &amp; support opportunities&lt;br&gt; • Encourages a shift in mode of enquiry to educational perspective <strong>Risk</strong> - Poor assessment means the individual is incorrectly identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoids biases towards certain social groupings</td>
<td>• Unified national funding&lt;br&gt; • Vocal parents are of benefit to more than one child <strong>Risk</strong> - Individual biases of SAO and Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributes resources equitably around the country</td>
<td>• Unified national funding <strong>Risk</strong> - Underfunding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributes resources equitably between all pupils regardless of support issues</td>
<td>• Unified national funding <strong>Risk</strong> - Still remains dependent on teacher attitudes/monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operates within financial constraints</td>
<td>• Government control national funding <strong>Risk</strong> - Government control national funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximises the benefits of available support provision</td>
<td>• Reduced statementing bureaucracy&lt;br&gt; • Increased external professional contact time&lt;br&gt; • Support funded across the class for the benefit of all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows for minimal bureaucracy</td>
<td>• Builds on current structures&lt;br&gt; • Creates post to subsume bureaucratic burden <strong>Risk</strong> - Assessment reporting designed in overly burdensome manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows for flexible and locally responsive decision making</td>
<td>• SAOs are locally based&lt;br&gt; • Schools identify their own needs with local support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involves all those affected by the process</td>
<td>• Parents, pupils &amp; practitioners involved in ongoing assessment <strong>Risk</strong> – Poor local communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds upon those roles and relationships that operate well</td>
<td>• Current professional relationships can be maintained&lt;br&gt; • Teachers already assessing widely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces the need for confrontation</td>
<td>• No single group controls both service and funding&lt;br&gt; • It is in the interest of all to maximise identified support needs <strong>Risk</strong> - Government control and level of the funds will be criticised <strong>Risk</strong> - Parents still feel their child is being denied access to resources available in other classes or schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides parental certainty and confidence</td>
<td>• Contains an automatic appeals process&lt;br&gt; • Encourages openness of process&lt;br&gt; • Provides more reason for parents to support each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports parental choice</td>
<td>• Resources should be for all&lt;br&gt; • Contains an automatic appeals process&lt;br&gt; • Encourages openness of process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Class Funding Approach is also predicated upon liberal/democratic notions of Social Justice. Its focus is upon removing social barriers, that prevent equity, access and participation, and which have arisen from unequal power relations. Whilst drawing upon this key concept within inclusion it also engages with notions of individual rights. It generates a legal subjectivity, by providing people with rights; but by placing these rights within a wider community frame it is less likely to constrain the individual within this subject role. The individual’s rights are more likely to be supported by others, as they aim to support their own rights. Their focus can more easily shifted from the individual to the communal, and they can take on a moral subjectivity. They are not just doing well for themselves, but also for others.

As suggested above, the Class Funding Approach also confronts the mode of inquiry by which the subject becomes the object of knowledge. By shifting to an educational, class-contextualised assessment it moves the focus from the individual in isolation, reducing the need to institute dividing practices. However, it does not negate the opportunity for individuals to identify themselves through the assessment process, nor for them to engage with specific labels or groupings. It does mean however that they do not need to do so in order to gain access to learning support. Similarly, though the process will still create authorised truths about class-contextualised individuals - and therefore carry with it the risks identified earlier in relation to labelling generally - this truth is less likely to separate them from their peers. The view of the individual is less likely to be fixed across time and contexts, it is less like to start with a non-contextualised label that brings assumptions about worth and behaviours. By framing the assessment in terms of the whole class, and by
drawing on a range of perspectives, there is more incentive to view the whole child and not just a number of dominant characteristics that define who they are.

**Conclusion**

In preparing this paper, a search of a range of theoretical and evaluative papers and policy documents was carried out, looking at a sample of 29 countries in either hemisphere, both in the minority world or majority world. The focus on the individual could be seen in all of them. In some countries there was a psycho-medical perspective to the fore and in others there was a degree of inclusion of the context of the learning situation. In none of these countries, however, was an assessment of need made in the context of the class. Creating such a system, is not only a disturbance of the current dominant modes of inquiry, but also of rights approach to inclusion and additional support provision, and the social/democratic model of social justice.

Any new policy creates new problems or dresses up old problems in new ways. A class assessment model would be just as dependent as current models upon issues such as levels of funding, the capability and commitment of individuals to assess and support students, and attitudes to difference, but at its core it encourages a collective drive to find a solution as opposed to relying upon individual’s fighting individual battles. It encourages people to be moral subjects as well as legal subjects.

This inclusive principle needs to be borne in mind when designing assessment tools for such an approach. It would be all too easy to turn this model into a conglomeration of individual
assessments, each with a score that can be totted up to produce a banding total. To do so would be to ignore the possibilities that the classroom provides for a range of approaches to learning, assessment, individual support and continuing professional development. A Class Funding Approach needs to identify the individual and to place them in the collective context of the other individuals around them. It needs to take into account the skills and experiences of not just the pupils but the adults working alongside them, and so encourage possible learning opportunities when they are together.

Just as learning is a collaborative, co-constructed experience, so too is effective inclusion. If we wish to encourage inclusive approaches to the assessment and provision for those with additional learning needs, we need to encourage collaboration between all those connected with the individual learner and within the context in which they learn. Seen from this perspective the individual pupil’s rights can best be protected by providing justice for all.
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